Simultaneous treatment of multiple basal cell carcinoma lesions.
We present a rare case of advanced basal cell carcinoma where multiple large lesions, located on the anterior chest wall and back, were treated simultaneously using tomotherapy (TomoTherapy HiArt; TomoTherapy Inc, Madison, WI). A 74-year-old man presented with seven to eight separate extensive lesions on his body, some with a duration of 7 years or more. The image-guidance component of tomotherapy allowed daily verification of the position of the target and critical structures, enabling accurate targeting in the vicinity of sensitive critical structures. Intensity-modulated radiotherapy on a conventional linear accelerator would have required junctioning of multiple complex plans, owing to the large treatment area, and most likely sequential treatment strategies to target anterior and posterior lesions. Helical tomotherapy allowed the three largest lesions to be treated simultaneously and thus eliminated the need for multiple courses of treatment.